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DS-BuDAI®
A Data Science
Methodology
1. Introduction
In today’s interconnected world, a large
amount of data is being continuously
generated, thus compelling businesses
to explore how they can gain actionable
insights from these different data sets.

Data analytics is a key element
for a successful business
Today, most enterprises are striving to
find new ways, tools and platforms to
derive value from their business data to
drive productivity, enhance revenue and
solve some business problems like churn,
customer satisfaction, etc.
However, many organizations are still
struggling to derive significant ROIs from
these investments. The winning formula
to achieve success with analytics lies in
an enterprise’s ability to identify specific
business use cases/ problems and form
an implementation strategy to achieve
those goals.
This whitepaper explains key pillars of
success and best practices for analytics
implementations.
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2. The Four Pillars of
Success in Analytics
In today’s digital age, a successful
organization has to achieve data
and analytics competencies to
remain competitive and relevant to
the marketplace; i.e. it must be data
and analytics driven. By leveraging
detailed relevant data at its disposal
and applying analytics over it, an
organization can potentially
capture new market share, better
serve its existing customers, and/ or
save millions of dollars annually.
Decisions

Advanced
Analytics

Business Intelligence

Data Infrastructure

Data Types (Structured, Semi-structured, Unstructured)

Fig. 1: From Raw Data To Intelligent Decisions

This pyramid illustrates succession
of steps to go from Raw Data to
Intelligent Decisions and how to
achieve such analytics maturity.
Organizations can optimize their
decisions basis specific analysis
performed on data and dependent
on the specific business use case.
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In non-digitally native organizations,
these competencies will take time to
evolve and mature. An organization
should first commit to the importance of
making analytics-driven decisions. This
will require a clear technical roadmap
and gradual alignment in culture and
organizational structure.
With these in place, the organization
should focus on the following four pillars
to have a successful journey toward
analytics maturity. These four pillars are:
Data (The Skeletal Frame)
Data infrastructure and Tools (The
Automotive Parts)
Analytics Algorithms (The Engine)
Expertise and Knowledge (To Assembe These Parts in The Right Way)

Who are Data Scientists?
Data scientists are like vehicle
restoration engineers who investigate,
plan and build a car!
To these Data Scientists, "Data" is
analogous to scattered pieces of metal,
some clean and some hidden in the dirt.
If all the pieces are identified, collected
and assembled correctly, it will resemble
a skeletal framework of the car the
engineers have to construct/ restore.
Some of these pieces would fit perfectly,
but some may be broken in a way that
they cannot be welded/ glued back
together and some pieces may even be
missing. However, if the engineers put
these pieces together with care, due
diligence and creativity, they’d restore
the car, similar to its glory days.
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In Data Science, a variety of measurements are used to reconstruct and
represent the phenomenon of
interest as accurately as possible so
that we can control and improve it.
The Data Infrastructure and Tools
are like the automotive parts (metal
and plastic) that fit/ run throughout
the skeletal framework once these
pieces are collected, refined and
arranged (though not perfectly at this
point). These parts collectively
provide agility and rigidity to the
skeletal frame, enabling it to do interesting things. They can make the
“boring data” come to life, and
express itself in many interesting
ways though not yet in a useful/
meaningful way.
The Analytics Algorithms collectively
mimics the function of an engine. A
relatively small mass of the whole
thing, it is however the entity
through which all the moving parts
(including the car itself ) are
controlled to perform interesting
maneuvers/ tasks, which may be
unique to that particular car. In the
end, what was initially a scattered pile
of parts (metal and plastic), now
move around in perfect harmony,
doing interesting things.
By 2020, 60% of Information
Delivered to Decision
Makers Will Be Considered
by Them Always Actionable,
Doubling the Rate from the
Current (2015) Level
Source: Cloudera
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That is what Data Scientists and
Analytics Experts try to do…

Transformed

Give life to the often “boring data”,
similar to the engineers giving life to
scattered car parts!

Advanced

Experienced

3. Analytics Sophistication
Motivated

We have defined five progressive levels
of analytics maturity for organizations
where the most sophisticated and final
level is referred to as Transformed (See
“Analytics Maturity Levels Whitepaper”).
In these data-native organizations,
analytics is used at all levels, day-to-day,
and strategically, and it is considered an
integral part of everything. Such sophistication requires high proficiency in both
data management and analytics in terms
of usage, skills, and tools. In such
organizations, data management and
analytics are both enterprise-driven. In
an ideal transformed organization,
business, analytics and data teams work
in harmony under a clear vision and
understanding of the value that analytics
creates for all stakeholders.
However, in the business world, the
terms analytics and data science are
often used in place of each other. One
can think of analytics as a more
business-friendly term, while data
science is more of a technical term. Both,
however, accomplish the same goal of
extracting value from data through
analysis. From a technical standpoint,
the use of the term “data science” has
been more focused on covering the high
end of the analytics spectrum.
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Beginner

Fig. 2: Analytics Maturity Levels

4. Data Science Practice
Data science (covering predictive
analytics, data mining, machine
learning and related practices) is a
multidisciplinary field that requires
knowledge of a number of different
skills, practices and technologies,
including (but not limited to)
machine learning, pattern
recognition, applied mathematics,
programming, algorithms, statistics
and databases. In the context of big
data, more skills and knowledge is
required, such as knowledge of
distributed computing techniques/
algorithms and architectures. By
nature, data science is a creative
process that is a combination of
both science, engineering, and art.
Hence, its success has been more
dependent on the quality and the
experience of the team that has
been carrying it out. Thus in the
past, for some time, data mining
projects were not repeatable with
the same level of success across
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different enterprises. However, with the
maturity of the practice, that has changed.

4.1. DS-BuDAI® Methodology
Since the late 1990`s there have been a
variety of efforts to create standard
methodologies and process models for
data mining, such as CRISP-DM (Wirth and
Hipp 2000). In this methodology, there is
an important focus on business, data, and
deployment aspects, as well as the
modeling, which used to be the only focus
area in earlier works. Today, data science
practices are more mature and well tested.
Even though different methodologies may
use different names for each step of the
process, in general, any data science exercise can be logically divided any data
science exercise into four high-level
phases (See Fig 2). This simplified
approach1 proves extremely successful in
discussions with clients in a variety of
industries and internal teams ranging
from developers and product managers to
sales/pre-sales, consultants, and business
executives.
Business Understanding and Use
Data Understanding and Use
Analytics and Assessment
Implementation
DS-BuDAI® is the acronym that refers to
this metholodgy. DS- refers to data
science and B, D, A, and I refer to each of
the four phases above. The starting point
is the B-Phase. Nothing meaningful can
result from a data science effort if one
does not spend sufficient time to identify
the business problem, understand it, and
defining the use case(s). The lowercase 'u'
between B and D in the acronym higlights
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"Understanding/ Use" during both
B- and D-Phases that are naturally
critical for the remaining phases to
succeed. Analysis and Implementation focus on realizations of the
data science deliverables when one
first has explored these two.
Although B is the start-point, the
process is iterative and each phase
could be visited more than once.

Business
Understanding
& Use
Business Focused

Implementation

PHASES

Operations Focused

Data
Understanding
& Use
Data Focused

Analysis &
Assessment
Analytics Focused

Fig. 3: Data science phases at a high level.

4.2. Business
Understanding/ Use
(Business focused)
Numerous data science projects
fail because there is not a good
understanding of the specific
business use cases. The B-Phase
seeks to address the following:
Identify and engage all the
stakeholders,
1 In the context of big data, these logical phases stay the
same; however, some low-level detail in data preparation,
analysis, and implementation may only be impacted.
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Discuss opportunities with business
leaders/ users
Assess where Data Science/ Analytics
can improve business process(es)
Identify specific but promising use cases
Share how the proposed analytics
approach has benefited other similar
companies
Define and establish success criteria
Discuss risk factors
And more…
At the beginning of any data science
exercise, one should clearly identify the
business problem to solve, assess it, and
then formulate (i.e. translate) it into one
or more data science problems.
Sometimes more than one formulation is
necessary especially for new business
questions because different assessments
of data, business, techniques, and the
algorithms may be required to find a
meaningful or best solution. In other
words, for many new business problems,
data mining is the search for unknown
and non-obvious.
Historically and initially many data mining
projects failed due to less emphasis given
to importance of this phase. As is typical
with new technologies, the practitioners
spent most of their time on data and
modeling steps to show off the technical
tools and skills, however they missed the
driving force behind the project, which is
to create new business or support the
existing business. Even when there was a
justified business case, in many instances
it wasn’t properly communicated to the
stakeholders, resulting in fading interests
and support for the project. Early on, the
typical causes of failures of data mining
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project were poor analysis of business
needs, a weak business case, poor
formulation and communication of
the plans/ goals with all stakeholders,
and the inability to effectively deploy
the final results into operational and
decision systems.
The good news is that those days are
now behind us. Today, data science
has learned from those early mistakes
and is well focused on solving
business problems, not showing off
technology. Data science is ingrained
in the operations of any competitive
business. Today, for many established
data science exercises, viz. cross-sell/
up-sell, churn and campaign response
we may still see the lack of trust from
the business. However, this is no
longer due to lack of trust in data
science itself. Rather, the problem is
the slow responsiveness of analytics
teams—often overburdened by
numerous demands to provide businesses with what they need. In other
words, data science challenges are not
about their business relevance, but
are more about operational effciency
and capacity to deliver data mining
results in a timely manner, given the
enormous growth of data.
Unfortunately, in specific verticals like
Banking and Finance, because of new
regulatory rules and guidelines, due to
the financial crisis of 2008, the time
taken to go through the legal and
compliance stage of an analytics
model, prior to its deployment, may
far exceed data preparation/ model
development times.
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4.3. Data Understanding/
Use (Data focused)
The D-Phase thrives to cover what data
(internal or external) is relevant and how
it can be leveraged to solve business use
case. This phase addresses the following:
Discover what data assets currently
exist and available (collected & stored)
Identify relevant data assets required
to solve the analytics use case(s)
Identify relevant data sources
Identify data experts/ gurus
Assess if existing data is readily
available and usable in a single place
Assess if data has acceptable
granularity and veracity for this execise
Evaluate data infra-structure and
capabilities
Prepare the relevant data for analysis
And more…
In the context of data, "Use" covers all
aspects of data management (especially
data preparation) including the below:
Discovery
Collection
Access
Storage
Ingestion,
Integration,
Transformation
Governance
Quality (including preliminary
exploration/ visualization for quality
assurance)

This phase is concerned with the
identification of all relevant data
(ideally, raw, detailed data already
validated) for the already formulated
business problem, accessing it,
assessing its quality, and
transforming it into a usable form.
Relevant data is often in detailed
raw form with preliminary data
quality checks already performed on
it. However, in its current form, it is
often not suitable for direct feeding
into data mining algorithms. One
often has to construct an Analytics
Dataset (ADS) that includes many
new features or variables2 derived
from the raw data. The ADS is
usually kept in row-column format.
In classic enterprises, much of the
relevant data is nowadays housed in
an analytics data warehouse, a
database, or a data lake. The relevant
data is extracted, transformed, and
loaded (ETLed) to the data
warehouse from a variety of
operational data sources, and its
validity at this level is assured. This
process has greatly reduced the data
preparation burden for data
scientists. In earlier days, data
miners had to be concerned about
every aspect of the data, from
collection, integration, and
cleansing from operational data
sources, all the way through the
generation and validation of ADS.
Today, these tasks are routinely
performed by IT data management/
2 In machine learning and pattern recognition, variables are often
referred to as features, and the process of creating them can be
referred to as feature engineering, which is domain specific.
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engineering teams at a department or
enterprise level. This enables data
scientists to start from an unified,
integrated, and trusted data source.
Thus, they can concentrate their efforts
on the design and development of ADS,
which is often the most interesting part
of the data preparation and use.

more columns (attributes) are
useful. ADS columns represent
potential influential variables that
could have relevance for different
business outcome(s). Creation of
ADS is a time-consuming process.

Structured data in a data warehouse is
kept in normalized form using an
appropriate data schema. “Early
binding” of this data makes things
simpler for analysis, as long as all
relevant data (sources, records,
columns), in its entirety, has been
placed there. If new business problems
arise, data miners can rely on having all
the relevant data to choose from. In
reality, however, due to the cost of the
data warehouse, not all relevant data
(even structured) could be placed in the
data warehouse. As a result, the
predefined schema is only designed to
support the current business problems
and what is known today. This will not
be desirable when a business problem
arises that requires the use of some data
elements not present in the data
warehouse. However, this model works
fine for standard use cases of data
mining and “business as usual”scenarios.

One of the ideals of data science has
been the ability to automatically
generate relevant features from raw
data (transactional or nontransactional). However, this process
is often manual when new problems
are to be solved. A popular
approach, called kitchen sink, is to
automatically (or manually)
generate a large number of
candidate features and then let the
learning algorithm select the most
significant features using one or
more variable selection techniques.
However, there is ultimately no
replacement for the creativity,
expertise, and knowledge of the
data miner at this step. Recently,
deep nets are trained on huge
amount of images with a common
goal that the hidden layers
progressively learn useful low-level
and high-level features that could
be applicable to a wide range of
image recognition tasks.

The ADS typically is a de-normalized
dataset—in row and columns—created
based on the relevant data: one row per
entity to model. Its records cover many
examples, from ideally all possible
situations and outcomes, for the
business problem at hand. Hence “the
more data, the better is the rule” —
meaning that more rows (entities) and

ADS is the input to the advanced
data mining algorithms, and its
creation process is where most of
the effort for a complex data science
exercise goes, assuming all relevant
raw data is already available and
validated. ADS preparation could
consume 60%–90% of all efforts
during a data science project, and
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this is when the relevant data is already
coming from a trusted source such as an
EDW. This statistic often surprises people
who are new to the field. Business domain
knowledge, in addition to data and
modeling expertise, are essential to the
success of this phase. Technically, a good
knowledge of data manipulation tools and
techniques is essential in the creation of
ADS. Examples of popular operations
include sampling, balancing, aggregation,
sorting, merging, appending, filtering,
profiling, selecting records or columns,
and sub-setting.
Variable creation is the final step for
creating an ADS. In addition to technical
skills, the creation of ADS requires
creativity, intuition, and experience; it is an
art as well as a science. Poor ADS design is
futile no matter how sophisticated the
chosen data mining algorithms are or how
relevant the raw data were. Often the
technical failures in data mining can be
directly traced back to poor ADS design
and creation. The assumptions used for
ADS construction, the computational
processes to generate it, and the data
validity checks to ascertain its health
before modeling are all important
contributors to the success or failure of
the whole exercise.
The final variables (also called attributes or
features) in ADS are typically inspired by
the business domain knowledge.
However, that is just the starting point, not
the finish line. For example, to detect
fraud, ADS will be created first by deriving
variables that are already known or
expected to have associations and
relationships with detecting fraud.
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Although this typically comes with
domain expertise, data miners
always think out of the box and will
derive/include other variables that
have not been suggested or
thought of by domain experts. They
rely on powerful variable selection
techniques for final consideration of
useful variables in the model(s).
Data preparation is both computeand data-intensive.
High-performance computing
platforms such as MPP databases,
dedicated multiprocessor analytics
servers, or computer clusters with
fast shared storage have been
critical to the robust and timely
creation of ADS.

4.4. Analysis and
Assessment (Analytics
focused)
The A-Phase focuses on framing the
business use case as a data science
problem, iteratively create
candidate models, and connect the
resulting Analytics metrics to business value and success criteria. In
general, it addresses the following:
Propose the right analytics
approach(s)
Identify needed data
transformations of raw data and
quality measures for a successful
analytics exercise
Identify existing analytics tools/
infrastructure and recommend
new ones
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Clarify what business value can be
realized
Define POV(s) options
Revisit impact on implementation
Any More…
Machine learning in general tends to
make less pre-assumptions about the
problem and is liberal in its approaches
and techniques to find a solution. The
preferred learning method in machine
learning and data mining is inductive
learning. At its extreme, in inductive
learning the data is plentiful or
abundant, and often not much prior
knowledge exists or is needed about the
problem and data distributions for
learning to succeed. The other side of the
learning spectrum is called analytical
learning (deductive learning), where
data is often scarce or it is preferred (or
customary) to work with small samples
of it. There is also good prior knowledge
about the problem and data. In real
world, one often operates between
these two extremes. On the other hand,
traditional statistics is conservative in its
approaches and techniques and often
makes tight assumptions about the
problem, especially data distributions.
One can teach a machine to learn by
writing a program covering all possible
data patterns. This is exhaustive work
and is generally impossible to
accomplish for real-world problems. In
addition, this program will never be as
good or as thorough as a learning
algorithm. Learning algorithms learn by
examples (like humans do)
automatically, and they generalize based
on what they learn (inductive learning).
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Generalization is a key aspect of a
Learner’s performance evaluation.
Classification: Predicting to which
discrete class an entity belongs
(binary classification is used the
most)—e.g., whether a customer
will be high-risk.
Regression: Predicting continuous
values of an entity’s characteristic—e.g., how much an individual
will spend next month on his or
her credit card, given all other
available information.
Forecasting: Estimation of macro
(aggregated) variables like total
monthly sales of a certain product.
Attribute Importance: Identifying
the variables (attributes) that are
the most important in predicting
different classification or
regression outcomes.

Unsupervised learning
includes:
Clustering: Finding natural
groupings in the data.
Association models: Analyzing
“market baskets”
(e.g.: novel combinations of the products
that are often bought together in
shopping carts)

Machine learning is used for both
structured and unstructured data
such as text, speech, audio, and
images. Aside from learning, there
are other types of algorithms used
in data mining. For e.g., iterative
graph algorithms are used for link
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analysis, community detection, and
PageRank. A variety of feature extraction
algorithms are used for creating new
variables (attributes) as a combination of
the original variables and/or records
(transactions) across time. A data mining
model (or learner) is an efficient and
compact representation of a very large
data collection with specific goals
(represented by ADS) using
mathematical concepts and language. A
good data mining model is one that
learns effectively from the data, using a
chosen learning algorithm, and then
generalizes what it has learned to other
different but similar observations.
In the A-phase, many learners are built
and compared with each other based on
a set of selected business metrics. A
champion model (which could be a set
of models) that provides the highest
business value will be selected for final
deployment. The champion model
provides the best business value based
on the desired business metrics. The
model development and selection
process is iterative; this can effectively be
automated as long as ADS is fixed. Today,
due to significant advances in data
science tools and expertise, modeling or
learning is the most straightforward part
of all data sciences phases.
Learners can be categorized into two
major types: fixed and flexible
(Non-parametric3 models are included in
this.) Fixed models refer to those whose
mathematical representation has a fixed
structure and size, given a fixed number
of inputs. Flexible models are those
whose internal mathematical structure
Thought Leadership Whitepaper | analytics.rsystems.com

can vary with the data, while the
number of inputs stays the same.
Variable presentation is essential for
algorithms such as linear regression
family, neural networks, and many
others that ingest only numeric
variables as inputs. They are also of
great importance for linear
algorithms (such as linear and logistic
regression) to capture nonlinearities
inherent in the data. Some
nonparametric flexible learners such
as decision trees and random forests
can directly ingest nominal variables,
and inherently are less sensitive to
such transformations. In almost all
cases, such transformations help in
understanding the behavior of the
model and the interpretation of its
results. Decision trees of single
variables are sometimes used for the
grouping or binning of variables.
In very special situations, one may
develop an ensemble model—a
group of different models that all
participate in making a decision.
Bagging, boosting, and fusion
(stacking) are some of the techniques
used to develop such models. In
bagging, one generates random
variations of the training data by
resampling, develops a learner for
each sample, and then combines the
results by voting or averaging.
Empirical results have shown that this
process works well, especially in the
case of weak learners such as
3 The choice of the term “nonparametric” is unfortunate, since
it may imply that these models (learners) do not use any
parameters for their learning, which is not true. It only
implies that they do not have a fixed number of parameters
to work with.
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decision trees. In boosting, one assigns
a variable weight to each training
example such that each new learner
focuses more on the examples the other
learners have failed to accurately
predict. In fusion or stacking, the
predictions (outputs) of different
learners are input to a “super learner” to
combine them optimally.
Netflix prize competition was an
extreme and unrealistic example of an
ensemble approach in which the
participating teams discovered that
they could improve their prediction
results by combining their models with
other participating teams. The top two
winners had built ensembles of over
100 learners, where even fusing the top
two winning ensembles could further
improve the prediction performance.
However, most of the teams were
academically oriented and had an
infinite amount of time (three years) and
resources at their disposal to do this.
This is a luxury that does not exist in
real-world business scenarios, where
decisions have to be made much faster
or opportunities will be lost. A popular
and practical ensemble model is
random forest, which uses a combination of bagging and random selection
of features to combine hundreds and
thousands of smaller weak learners
(decision trees).

4.5. Implementation
(Operation-focused)
The I-Phase focuses on deployment of
actionable findings and insights. The
implementation could be as simple as
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presenting results to incorporate in
decisions or it could be as
complicated as embedding granular
real-time probabilistic scores in
specific decision processes.
Implementation addresses the
following:
Understand the existing business
process(es) where the analytics
results are to be employed in
Define options for
implementation based on
business requirements & processes
Assess existing technologies for
implementation
Recommend new ones
Evaluate cost/benefit
Benefit realization and
implementation roadmap
Change Management issues
And More…
There are cases that even if analytics
proves its value, the business users
may not embrace it. This lack of
acceptance has a lot to do with the
organization culture, how business
users have made decisions historically, what marginal improvement
the new analytics-based actions will
bring, and how to sell it internally to
business users. Education and training can overcome these perceptions
given senior management full support for change.
In some cases though, business
users perceive actionable insights as
"this is what we already knew" and
"it is good that the data analysis
confirms what we already knew."
They may be saying that there is no
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novel new findings but a confirmation of
what they already knew based on their
experience. This perception is valid at
times, but it is simply resistance to
change. The former is still of great value
since many managers like to back their
decisions factually based on the data.
The champion model(s) will provide no
business value unless it can be deployed
effectively in production and tied into the
decision making processes. The term
scoring is often used to refer to the
operational process of preparing the data,
feeding it to the champion model(s), and
computing an outcome for each entity of
interest, in batch or on demand, in
near-real-time or real-time. Historically
and early on, some data mining projects
failed because the final developed model
could not be placed in production for a
variety of reasons. As an example, consider a model that has been designed for
real-time scoring of streamed data as a
piece
® of another real-time decision
making process. If the production scoring
platform is too slow for the decision
making process, there is no benefit to the
business, no matter how state-of-the-art
the model is. Another example is when
the champion model trained on an ADS
uses one or more input fields (raw or
derived) that could not be accessed or
computed in the production system. This
could be for a variety of reasons, ranging
from technical issues to legal and
regulatory issues. It should be mentioned
that model deployment does not
necessarily require production scoring.
The deployment may sometimes be as
simple as a summary report, a graph, or a
high-level outcome.
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Active monitoring of the model and
its inputs in production ensures
proper operation, in-time
identification of its degradation,
and continuous validation of its
input data. Model degradation
often relates to the age of the
model. The longer a model is in
production, the higher the
likelihood that its performance is
degrading and is not optimal. The
pace of degradation depends on
the business problem and the way
the model was initially designed
and developed. Sometimes,
however, model degradation is due
to input data corruption.
Automated monitoring of model
inputs is of significant importance,
especially in real-time applications.

Organizations That
Analyze All Relevant
Data and Deliver
Actionable Information
Will Achieve Extra $430
Billion in Productivity
Gains Over Their Less
Analytically Oriented
Peers by 2020
Source: Cloudera
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ABOUT R SYSTEMS

DS - BuDAI®
W H I T E P A P E R

R Systems Analytics helps clients
uncover actionable insights to drive
competitive advantage and capture
business value. We help organizations
integrate and operationalize data
analytics solutions, enabling them to
gain visibility into previously opaque
or hard to measure processes. This
empowers our clients to make
smarter business decisions.
Our team of data experts, consultants
and data scientists leverage proven
analytics methodologies, tools and
best practices to define the right
analytics solutions for you, that solve
complex business challenges/ specific
use cases and drive future growth.
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